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Year 7
Subject Assessment Details

DT
45 minute in-class exam.  Health and Safety. Tools and materials. Vacuum forming process. Drawing in 2D, Oblique, Isomeric, 1 Point perspective and 2 point perspective. Six R's of Sustainability,. Forces - 
Thrust,/Newtons's Law of motion. 

English
A 50 minute assessment focusing on reading skills. The assessment will require pupils to read a text and answer location and retrieval questions. Pupils will also be asked an 'explain why' question where they will 
need to use the point/evidence formula. This is a skill pupils have covered throughout the year. Pupils will need to offer explantions using their own words and support their explantions with evidence from the text.  

Food, Health and Textiles Food: 45 minute assessment based on all of the work covered this year: Health and safety, Equipment, Cooking methods and Nutrition 

French
Speaking Key task in class- Pets. Reading/grammar assessment covering whole year topics 

Geography
50 minute assessment based on all of the work covered this year: (1) Belonging and (2) Our Natural World. It will be a combination of shorter recall questions, and more extended responses designed to test 
pupils' knowledge and understanding.

History
45 minute in- class exam. Section 1 - Factual recal, Section 2 - Sources question, Section 3 - Essay. Pupils will be given a revision session to help them prepare. Topics covered - Wales in the Medieval, Industrial 
and Modern era, Castles and Medieval Weaponry, The Voyages of Discovery

ICT A 40 minute test based on topics covered this year. Pupils will have a revision/prep session the lesson before. The test will be based on Word Processing skils, E-Safety, Flowcharts and Spreadsheets

Maths A 55  minute test based on all topics covered in Maths this year. Pupils will be given a revision list and will have revision/preparation lessons during the two week period after half-term.

Music
Musical Elements recognition and understanding . Piano Keyboard notes test.   Foley Sounds. 
40 mins

Physical Education

REP 45 minute exam on all three units studied so far - Belonging, Our Natural World and Our Diverse World.

Science Starting science/ Habitats and Classification/ States of Matter/ Forces/ Acids and Alkalis - 50 mins

Spanish Writing Key Task in class and 1h speaking/reading/grammar exam covering whole year topics 

Welsh 50 minute exam paper focusing on reading and writing skills. Topics will include Myself, Family and School


